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(57) ABSTRACT

A conversion module contains an asynchronous analog-to-
digital converter (AADC) with the output signal generated at
irregular time intervals, whose output is connected to the
input of the buffer memory module (BUF), and the output of
the buffer memory module (BUF) is connected through the
internal bus (BUS) simultaneously to the source address mod-
ule (SADR), to the configuration registers module (REG), to
the control module ofthe inter face (CM), which the reference
generator (RG) is connected to, and to the destination address
module (DADR), to the selection register module (SELREG),
to the transmitter/receiver module (SDM), and moreover the
control inputs/outputs (I, 2, . . . , S) of the control module

(CM) are connected respectively to the asynchronous analog-
to-digital converter (AADC), to the buffer memory module

(BUF), to the source address module (SADR), to the configu-
ration registers module (REG), to the destination address
module (DADR), to the selection register module (SELREG),
to the transmitter/receiver module (SDM), and to the clock
control module (SCM), and on the other hand, the transmitter/
receiver module (SDM) output is connected through the con-
troller (SDD) to the data line (SDA) of the I2C bus whose
clock line (SCL) is connected through the other controller
(SCD) to the clock control module (SCD) output, and what is
more the write control output (9) of the asynchronous analog-
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to-digital converter (AADC) is connected to the write control
input (10) of the buffer memory module (BUF). 1 Claim, 3 Drawing Sheets
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Fig. 2
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INTERFACE FOR COMMUNICATION
BETWEEN SENSING DEVICES AND I2C BUS

This application is a 371 of PCT/PL2010/050014, filed on
Mar. 31, 2010, which is incorporated herein by reference.

The subject of the invention is the interface for communi-
cation between sensing devices and the I2C bus used in sys-
tems of sensing devices for monitoring biomedical signals
among others as well as for communication between sensors
and actuators through the I2C bus in computer systems.

In the already known sensing systems the serial bi-direc-
tional synchronous I2C (Inter-Intergrated Circuit) bus devel-

oped by Philips Semiconductors is used to transfer digital
data between the electronic devices. The digital data are trans-
ferred through the 12C bus after initiating the transmission by
the Master device developed on the basis ofa microcontroller
or a processor. The Master devices collect measurement
results from sensing devices including the analog-to-digital
converters on which outputs data are generated as the digital
words at regular time intervals.

The telemetric interface, known from the patent PL 196
405 description, enables the transfer of data representing
results of biomedical measurements from the sensing device
to the computer using radio communication. This interface
has the pulse signal input which is connected to the module
converting the pulse signal to the digital signal. The conver-
sion module is connected through the buffer memory module
to the output module which on the other hand is connected to
the communication port of the personal computer. The mul-
tichannel digital-to-analog converter is also connected to the
output of the module converting the pulse signal to the digital
signal.

The interface, according to the invention, for communica-
tion between sensing devices and the I2C bus comprising a
module that converts the measured analog signal to the digital
signal whose input is connected to the sensor for measuring a
given magnitude and whose output is connected to the buffer
memory module is characterized by that a conversion module
contains an asynchronous analog-to-digital converter with
the output signal generated at irregular time intervals whose
output is connected to the input of the buffer memory module,
while the output of the buffer memory module is connected
simultaneously through the internal bus to the source address
module, to the configuration registers module, to the control
module of the interface that the reference generator is con-
nected to, and to the destination address module, to the selec-
tion register module, to the transmitter/receiver module.

The control inputs/outputs of the control module are con-
nected respectively to the asynchronous analog-to-digital
converter, to the buffer memory module, to the source address
module, to the configuration registers module, to the destina-
tion address module, to the selection register module, to the
transmitter/receiver module, and to the control module.

On the other hand, the transmitter/receiver module output
is connected through the controller to the data line of the 12C
bus whose clock line is connected through the other controller
to the control module output. Moreover, the write control
output ofthe asynchronous analog-to-digital converter is con-
nected to the write control input of the buffer memory mod-
ule.

The interface, according to the invention, thanks to the
application of the address modules and thanks to appropriate
modules controlling its operation works as the hardware Mas-
ter which makes the communication between sensing devices
and the I2C bus possible when digital data on the analog-to-
digital converter are ready for the transmission and further
processing. Moreover, the digital data are transmitted directly
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to the receiving device without unnecessary participation of
any other Master device connected to the bus. Simulta-
neously, thanks to the use of the asynchronous analog-to-
digital converters generating data on their outputs at irregular
time intervals, the interface, according to the invention,
enables the reduction of supply voltage of the circuit, and in
consequence, it lowers power consumption for the same con-
version performance compared to the synchronous analog-
to-digital converters used up to now. Furthermore, thanks to
the simplicity of the interface, there is no need to use micro-
controllers that implement functionality of Master devices in
simple monitoring and control systems.

The solution, according to the invention, is presented in the
embodiment and illustrated in figures as follows. The block
diagram of the interface circuit is shown in FIG. 1, while the
block diagram of the transmitter/receiver module with the
data line controller is shown in FIG. 2. On the other hand,
FIG. 3 presents the block diagram ofthe clock control module
and the clock line controller of the 12C bus.

The interface, according to the invention, comprises an
asynchronous analog-to-digital converter AADC generating
output data at irregular time intervals whose output is con-
nected to the input of the buffer memory module BUF of
FIFO (First-in, First-out) type.

The output ofthe buffer memory module BUF is connected
simultaneously through the internal bus BUS to the source
address module SADR, to the configuration registers module
REG, to the control module CM of the interface that the
reference generator RG is connected to, and to the destination
address module DADR, to the selection register module SEL-
REG, to the transmitter/receiver module SDM.

The control inputs/outputs 1,2, . . . , 8 ofthe control module
CM are connected respectively to the asynchronous analog-
to-digital converter AADC, to the buffer memory module
BUF, to the source address module SADR, to the configura-
tion registers module REG, to the destination address module
DADR, to the selection register module SELREG, to the
transmitter/receiver module SDM, and to the clock control
module SCM.

The output of the transmitter/receiver module SDM is con-
nected through the data line controller SDD to the data line
SDA of the I2C bus. The clock line SCL of the I2C bus is
connected through the clock line controller SCD to the output
of the clock control module SCM. What is more, the write
control output 9 of the asynchronous analog-to-digital con-
verter AADC is connected to the write control input 10 of the
buffer memory module BUF.

Firstly, the asynchronous analog-to-digital converter
AADC of the interface, according to the invention, converts
the analog input signal to the string of pulses, then to the
digital signal organized in 8-bit words as a result of cyclic
measurements of the pulse widths and the widths of the inter-
vals between these pulses (FIG. I). One-byte digital words,
also called octets, are transferred subsequently to the buffer
memory module BUF ofFIFO (First-in, First-out) type going
between in transmission of digital data to the internal bus
BUS, while the asynchronous analog-to-digital converter
AADC generates the control signal FIFOWR which adds the
next word to the end of the buffer memory module BUF as
soon as the successive conversion cycle is completed.

The control module CM of the interface controls the opera-
tion of the ADDC converter and the buffer memory module
BUF using the signals AADCCTR and FIFOCTR respec-
tively. The control module CM controls also the process of
passing the first word waiting in the queue of the buffer
memory module BUF to the internal bus BUS through which
it is transferred to the transmit data register TDR of the
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transmitter/receiver module SDM (FIG. 2). The operation of
the SDM module is controlled by the set of control signals
SDACTR generated by the control module CM comprising
the following signals: RDRRD, RDRSH, TDRWR, TDRSH,
ST/SPout, ACK/bit, ACKRD, ARB, SDCLK, ST/SPin and
SCLin.

During the interface operation, the presence of data ready
for transmission to the I2C bus in the buffer memory module
BUF is signaled by the buffer memory module BUF to the
control module CM using the appropriate signal included in
the set of control signals FIFOCTR.

Simultaneously, the data line controller SDD and the clock
line controller SCD continuously monitor respectively the
state of the data line SDA and the state of the clock line SCL
of the I2C bus, and when on the basis of the output signals of
the data line controller SDD and the clock line controller
SCD, the transmission detector ST/SPDT ofthe SDM module
detects the I2C bus to be idle which is signaled by the use of
the ST/SPin line to the control module CM, then the trans-
mission detector ST/SPDT of the SDM module using the
signal ST/SPin causes that the control module CM produces
the signal ST/SPout to the module SDM (FIG. 2) which
results in the generation of the Start symbol on the output of
the data line controller SDD where the signal ST/SPout is
included in the set of control signals SDACTR.

After the generation of the Start symbol on the data line
SDA, the control module CM of the interface on the basis of
the signal from the reference generator RG generates the
clock signal SCLout (FIG. 3) included in the set of control
signals SCLCTR which is subsequently transferred through
the clock control module SCM and through the clock line
controller SCD to the clock line SCL.

At the same time, the control module CM using the signal
TDRWR included in the set of control signals SDACTR and
being synchronous with the signal SCLout causes the data
octet to be written to the transmit data register TDR of the
SDM module, while the data octet depending on a given
transaction type in the I2C standard represents respectively
the general call address of the I2C standard stored in the
control module CM, or the address of a device being data
receiver stored in the register of the destination address mod-
ule DADR.

The address of the data receiver is made available from the
register of the DADR module to the internal bus BUS as a
result ofactivation ofthe DADR module output by the control
module CM using the appropriate signal included in the set of
control signals DADRCTR. The own address of the interface
used for transmission in a general call mode is stored in the
register of the source address module SADR. The value of the
own address of the interface can be defined locally using the
inputs s0-s6 of the register of the source address module
SADR, or remotely by the other Master device connected to
the I2C bus which is not shown in figures.

The address of the receiving device, which is a destination
for data generated by the AADC converter, is stored in the
destination address module DADR and is used for the direct
transmission of data to the given receiver.

The value of the receiver address can be defined locally
using the inputs d0-d7 of the register of the destination
address module DADR, or remotely by the other Master
device connected to the I2C bus.

The data available on the bus BUS are subsequently sub-

jected to the parallel-to-serial conversion and transmitted
serially on the data line SDA of the I2C bus after previous
completion ofeach data octet with an extra bit of logical value
equal to 'one' causing the data line SDA to be set to the
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inactive high state by the SDM module, and concurrently the
receiving device is allowed to generate the acknowledge bit
ACK.

The data from the transmit data register TDR of the SDM
module are transmitted to the data line SDA synchronously
with the clock signal passed to the clock line SCL, while
shifting data stored in the TDR and transmitting successive
bits of the transmitted octets are controlled by the control
module CM by the use of the signal TDRSH included in the
set of control signals SDACTR.

The state of the acknowledge bit ACK transmitted on the
data line SDA by the receiving device is detected by the data
line controller SDD, and then the signal obtained is transmit-
ted through the transmitter/receiver module SDM to the con-
trol module CM using the signal ACKRD included in the set
of control signals SDACTR.

If the signal ACKRD signals that the state of the acknowl-
edge bit is active, that is, equal to zero, the control module CM
of the interface makes data available from the buffer memory
module BUF to the internal bus BUS using the appropriate
signal included in the set of control signals FIFOCTR, and
subsequently it causes writing data to the transmit data reg-
ister TDR of the transmitter/receiver module SDM.

Next, the data written to the transmit data register TDR are
transmitted to the data line SDA synchronously with the clock
signal passed to the clock line SCL, while shifting data stored
in the TDR and transmitting successive bits of the transmitted
octets are controlled by the control module CM by the use of
the signal TDRSH provided to the TDR register and included
in the set of control signals SDACTR.

As soon as the last data bit of a given octet is transmitted,
the TDR register transmits a bit of a high logical state which
enables the receiving device to transfer the acknowledge bit
ACK ofsuccess ful reception ofthe interface address and to be
ready to receive the next possible block of data, and after-
wards, the cycle is repeated.

If the signal ACKRD signals that the state of the acknowl-
edge bit is inactive, that is, equal to one, the control module
CM of the interface terminates generating the signal SCLout
and starts to generate the Stop symbol on the data line SDA by
the use of the signal ST/SPout included in the set of control
signals SDACTR.

Concurrently, during the transmission of every bit of the
address octet or of the data octet and in the course of the
duration of the clock line SCL in the high state, the data line
controller SDD of the data line SDA compares continuously
the logical state of the transmitted bits in each octet with the
current logical state of the data line SDA.

Ifthe logical states being compared are not the same during
the transmission ofany bit, then the transmitter/receiver mod-
ule SDM generates the signal ARB causing that the control
module CM terminates the generation of the signal SCLout
passed further by the SCM and the SCD to the clock line SCL,
and terminates the generation of the signal TDRSH shifting
the content of the register TDR and next, the control module
CM forces setting the TDR register output to the inactive high
state by writing to the TDR register any word with the most
significant bit equal to one.

Concurrently, the clock line controller SCD of the clock
line SCL compares continuously the logical state of the clock
signal transmitted to the clock line SCL and the logical state
of the clock line SCL.

If the clock line SCL is pulled down by the other device to
the low logical state during the transmission ofthe signal with
high logical level to the clock line SCL, it means that any
other device requests slowing down the transmission rate of
data transferred by the interface, according to the invention.
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Then, the controller SCD transmits the appropriate signal to
the clock control module SCM which, on the other hand,
generates the signal WAIT, included in the set of control
signals SCLCTR, to the control module CM.

The signal WAIT causes that the control module CM ter-
minates the generation of the successive pulses of the signal
TDRSH shifting the content of the TDR register, and termi-
nates the generation of the pulses of the signal SCLout until
the signal WAIT is deactivated.

The data are also introduced from the I2C bus to the inter-

face, according to the invention. These data contain the inter-
face's own address, the receiver address to which the inter-

face, according to the invention, transmits their data, and the
configuration data that include operational parameters of the
AADC converter, of the source address module SADR, of the
destination address module DADR, of the selection register
module SELREG.

If the controller SDD detects the change of the state of the
data line SDA of the I2C bus from the state 'high' to the state
'low' while the state of the clock line SCL is high at the same
time, it means that the symbol Start is transmitted on the line
SDA. Afterwards, if the controller SCD detects the clock
signal on the line SCL, then it means that the other Master
device connected to the I2C bus has started the data transmis-
sion. Then, on the basis of the signal ST/SPin and the signal
SCLin produced respectively by the transmitter/receiver
module SDM (FIG. 2), and the clock control module SCM
(FIG. 3), the control module CM generates the signal RDRSH
synchronous with the signal SCLin.

The signal RDRSH after transmitting to the receive data
register RDR of the SDM module causes the reception ofdata
from the I2C bus by the register RDR, where the signals
ST/SPin and RDRSH are included in the set ofcontrol signals
SDACTR and the signal SCLin is included in the set of
control signals SCLCTR.

Afterwards, the data octet which contains the address of the
receiving device received by the receive data register RDR of
the interface after the serial-to-parallel conversion is made
available on the internal bus BUS by the control module CM
using the signal RDRRD included in the set ofcontrol signals
SDMCTR. Afterwards, the control module CM reads infor-
mation from the internal bus BUS and compares the received
address to the interface's own address.

If the address received from the data line SDA matches the
own address of the interface stored in the source address
module SADR, the control module CM by the use of the
signal ST/SPout sent to the transmitter/receiver module SDM
causes the pulling down of the data line SDA to the low state
during the transmission ofthe acknowledge ACK bit meaning
that the interface is ready to receive the next block of data.

If the address received from the data line SDA does not
match the own address of the interface stored in the source
address module SADR, the control module CM sends such
signal ST/SPout to the input of the transmitter/receiver mod-
ule SDM that the data line SDA ofthe I2C bus is set to the high
state during the transmission of the acknowledge ACK bit
meaning that the interface is not ready to receive the next
block of data.

As soon as the interface, according to the invention,
receives the address of the receiving device and sets the
acknowledge bit ACK to zero on the data line SDA, and if the
R/W bit following the receiver address set by the transmitting
device is of low logical state, the successive data octet is
introduced from the data line SDA of the I2C bus to the
receive data register RDR by the use of the signal RDRSH.

This data octet contains the address of the register in the
configuration registers module REG, or in the source address
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module SADR, or in the destination address module DADR
that after the serial-to-parallel conversion is made available
on the internal bus BUS by the control module CM using the
signal RDRRD. Next, the control module CM generates the
appropriate signal included in the set of control signals
SELCTR which controls writing the state of the internal bus
BUS to the selection register module SELREG.

Afterwards, the control module CM generates such signal
ST/SPout to the transmitter/receiver module SDM that causes
the data line SDA of the I2C bus to be pulled down to the low
state during the transmission of the acknowledge ACK bit.

Subsequently, the successive data octet is written to the
receive data register RDR by the use of the signal RDRSH.
This octet is made available on the internal bus BUS after the
serial-to-parallel conversion by the control module CM using
the signal RDRRD. Next, the control module CM generates
the appropriate signal which causes writing the state of the
internal bus BUS to the appropriate register in the configura-
tion registers module REG, or to the source address module
SADR, or to the destination address module DADR, where
the address of this register was previously defined by the data
octet written to the selection register module SELREG.

Next, the control module CM generates such signal
ST/SPout to the transmitter/receiver module SDM that causes
the data line SDA of the I2C bus to be pulled down to the low
state during the transmission of the acknowledge ACK bit.
Subsequently, the control module CM increases the content
of the register SELREG by one, and next, the cycle is
repeated.

After writing data to any register in the configuration reg-
isters module REG, the control module CM by means of the
appropriate signal included in the set of control signals
REGCTR reads the data from that register in the configura-
tion registers module REG whose state was modified.

On the basis of the data read from the register whose state
was modified, the control module CM defines a new mode of
the operation of the interface, or of the AADC converter by
means of the set of control signals AADCCTR.

Ifthe rate ofthe data transmitted by the other Master device
connected to the I2C bus is higher than the rate of data
reception by the interface, according to the invention, the
control module CM using the signal STOP slows down the
rate of the transmitted data by generating the signal of low
logical state on the input line STOP of the clock control
module SCM that causes extension ofduration of low state of
the current period of the clock on the clock line SCL of the
I2C bus.

REFERENCE SIGNS

AADC asynchronous analog-to-digital converter
BUF buffer memory module
BUS internal bus
SDM transmitter/receiver module
SCM clock control module
SDD data line controller
SCD clock line controller
CM~ontrol module
RG reference generator
SADR source address module
DADR~estination address module
REG configuration registers module
SELREG selection register module
SDA~ata line
SCL~lock line
ST/SPDT transmission detector
RDR receive data register
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TDR transmit data register
1-S control inputs/outputs of control module
9 write control output of asynchronous analog-to-digital

converter
10 write control input of buffer memory module
The invention claimed is:
1. An interface for communication between sensing

devices and an I2C bus, said interface comprising:
a conversion module that converts an analog signal to a

digital signal, wherein an input ofthe conversion module
is connected to the sensing device to measure a given
magnitude, and wherein an output of the conversion
module is connected to a buffer memory module;

wherein the conversion module contains an asynchronous
analog-to-digital converter with an output signal gener-
ated at irregular time intervals, wherein an output of the
asynchronous analog-to-digital converter is connected
to an input of the buffer memory module, and an output
of the buffer memory module is connected through an
internal bus simultaneously to a source address module,
to a configuration registers module, to a control module
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of an interface, to which a reference generator is con-
nected, and to a destination address module, to a selec-
tion register module, to a transmitter/receiver module,
and

wherein control inputs/outputs (1, 2, . . . , S) of the control
module are connected respectively to an asynchronous
analog-to-digital converter, to the buffer memory mod-
ule, to the source address module, to the configuration
registers module, to the destination address module, to
the selection register module, to the transmitter/receiver
module, and to a clock control module, and

wherein the transmitter/receiver module output is con-
nected through a data line controller to a data line of the
I2C bus having a clock line that is connected through a
clock line controller to an output of the clock control
module, and

wherein a write control output of the asynchronous analog-
to-digital converter is connected to the write control
input of the buffer memory module.
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